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Ilogical, irrational?

Like thinking a 
a tiger could be
vegetarian?



•  
•or ... 
•rational according to a deeper 
logic?



• Why? 

•+



•  

• Why ?



 



 

Before coal and oil, energy was 
entangled with land ...



 
City size was limited by the amount of 

fuelwood that could be transported from 
nearby ...



 
… and energy was entangled 

with seasons and days.



 

With fossil fuels, energy became 
disentangled from land ...



 
… and disconnected from the old time 

cycles.



 

=



 

Just as people were abstracted from particular territories 
to be piled up in one place, energy was abstracted from 

time and space to be piled up in one place.... 



 
… and money was piled up as a result.



 
 X   100



 
As energy became mobile and abstract, it 

became easier to treat it as infinitely 
accumulable. There could never be enough.



 
For a cook using wood or a farmer 

using horses, the idea is to use as little 
energy as is needed to get the job done.



 

But for the planner of a national 
economy, a world economy or a “green 
economy”, there can never be enough 
energy, because economic growth and 

“human needs” are infinite ...



 
… a perspective encouraged what at 

first seemed to be a limitless supply of 
fossil fuels.



The “long 19th century” (1775 – 
1925)  centered on Britain  



•  

 The “US century” (1925 – 2025?)

•



•  
So now we can perhaps understand why

is so important in the “green economy.”



•  
But what are

in the “green economy”?



•  

2 answers:

As a “helper” for oil and 
coal at a time of crisis for 
fossil fuels.

As a new engine of 
accumulation at a time of 
more general business and 
environmental crisis.



•  

As a “helper” for oil and 
coal at a time of crisis for 
fossil fuels.



•

… are “assigned” to 
protect fossil fuel 
infrastructure with a 
“green” substitute: 
agrofuels.

For example, in aviation ...





 
Heathrow → Amsterdam = 3,000,000 
coconuts

New York → London = 45,000,000 
coconuts



 

To keep European airplanes going 
with agrofuels would require land 
equal to:



Agrofuels are also assigned a 
role in generating electric 
power for a grid designed for 
fossil fuels ...

,



 







In the “green economy”,

… also help coal and oil by 
“compensating” environmentally for 

the continued flow of fossil carbon out 
of the earth.



















What does this 
mean in terms of 
land?







It's “a very good 
deal!”

•Nicholas Stern

•This is cheaper than keeping oil 
in the soil, coal in the hole ...



“When Greenpeace says the only 
reason American Electric Power 
wants to [invest in a forestry 
offset project in Bolivia] is 
because it doesn't want to shut 
down its coal plants, my answer 
is, ‘You bet, because our coal 
plants serve our customers very 
cost-effectively.’” 

•                     Michael G. Morris
•                                       Chief Executive 

American Electric Power



Of course, on paper, everyone is aware 
that biotic carbon (plants) can't replace 
fossil carbon (coal, oil and gas). They 
are not the same in terms of their 
climate role.



Where carbon is stored

Active Carbon Pool

Fossil Carbon 
Pool

Atmosphere

Oceans Forests, other Vegetation, Soil







CO2 CO2=



But if you think in terms of 
molecules 

rather than climate

… the economics is irresistible ...





•  
We've been talking about the role of

in the “green economy” ...



•  

… mentioning 2 roles: 

As a “helper” for oil and 
coal at a time of crisis for 
fossil fuels.

As a new engine of 
accumulation at a time of 
more general business and 
environmental crisis.



•  

Now let's look at the 2nd: 

As a new engine of 
accumulation at a time of 
more general business and 
environmental crisis.



This is the crisis of the “US century” from about 1970.
The old methods of stealing (from human and non-human 
“nature”) start not to be enough given the capital that has 

been built up … productivity slows … machines are 
producing too much for the available buyers … 

environmental degradation … profits go down ... 



•  
Profit crisis

•→ 
Forget trying to be productive. 

“Take, don't make.” 
Grab labourers' wages.
Grab land and minerals.

Use debt and “free trade” to keep cheap food 
flowing to labor and cheap raw materials and 

energy flowing to industry.
Protect fossil fuels.



 Roll back environmental regulation and 
social welfare to cut costs …

Pioneer new kinds of swindles (consumer 
indebtedness, contract farming deals).

 
 Shift to real estate, infrastructure investment ...

 
Engage in war and other forms of capital 

destruction ...

… and ...



•   Shift to finance (beginning in 1970s)



• 

•Share of US corporate profits from 
financial sector:

•1990: 15%
•2008: 56%
•2010: 64%

• 



•2012 

•1970
•% US profits from 
manufacturing

•% US profits from 
mnufacturing

•% US profits 
from finance

•% US profits 
from finance



19801970 1990

•Global outstanding 
financial 
derivatives . . . 
From $0 to $600 
trillion in 35 years.







 

Financialization 
creates new 
ecologies ...



A final response to crisis: try 
to create new commodities of 

all kinds to trade: 
IT, biotech, nanotech, intellectual properties, also 
all sorts of ecosystem service commodities or 
assets: “carbon”, “wetlands credits”, “water 
credits”, “biodiversity credits”, blue REDD, whale 
offsets, “pop” offsets, plus financial instruments 
such as green bonds and weather bonds.



This conference “does not really concern itself with broader climate 
change issues … It is aimed squarely at investment banks, investors and 
major compliance buyers and is focused on how they can profit today 
from an increasingly diverse range of carbon-related investment 
opportunities. … Hybrid and complex carbon credit structured 
products … how to identify investor demand for them in the US … 
derivative/synthetic carbon products … carbon linked notes … for 
Japanese retail investors … sub-index arbitrage strategies … 
productising carbon … access channels for producers, … speculators, 
proprietary traders and investors. … ”

•22nd October 2008, Jumeirah Carlton Tower, London



The new commodities can also 
help avoid the costs of 
environmental regulation …

Carbon markets help avoid the costs of 
shifting away from fossil fuels.
“Wetlands credits” in the US (invented to 
avoid having to comply with limits on 
construction) …
“Biodiversity credits” help avoid EIA 
requirements.



 

… help with resource grabs …

… and, once again, protect



 

Next: 

How do you create the new 
commodities?



 

END OF PART A



 



 



 



 



 



 













 



 



 



•CARBON POOLS (billion tonnes)
• Atmosphere  720-760

• Oceans     38,400-40,000
• Rock           >75,000,000

• Land biosphere
• living biomass    600-1,000

• dead biomass       1,200
• Fresh water           1-2
• Fossil fuels           >4,130
• coal  3,510
• oil           230
• gas                140
• other          250

•Source: Falkowski et al., Science, 2004



“There is so much carbon buried 
in the world’s coal seams [alone] 
that, should it find its way back to 
the surface, it would make the 
planet hostile to life as we know it.”

Tim Flannery





•Although traders have made profits 
from “paper wheat” and “paper oil” 
since the 19th century, forcing 
increased standardization, 
abstraction and quantification ...



•... their power over commodities and 
commodity prices is now very great. 



• ... 



•Another advanced financial commodity: index 
funds
•Dow Jones-AIG 
Commodity Index

•Deutsche Bank 
Commodity index 
tracking fund

•Goldman Sachs index 
fund 

•AIG commodity index

•Rogers International 
raw materials index

8

Carbon Dioxide EquivalentsCarbon Dioxide Equivalents

CH4
=

•… Now to include carbon?



• Index funds mix up to 24 agricultural and 
non- agricultural commodity futures 
contracts whose aggregate price traders “bet” 
will increase. 

• Unlike ordinary commodity traders, index 
fund traders can buy any amount of “paper 

commodity.”

• So at the beginning of 2008, although 
regulated commodity traders could only control 
11 million bushels of maize in March 2008 
futures contracts, the two 
largest index funds alone controlled 1.5 
billion bushels of futures 
contracts.

• This has a huge influence on food prices. 



•Implications for strategy?

•… To take seriously the political forces 
behind REDD. REDD is not just a symptom 
of conservationist ambition ormental illness.

•… Perhaps to look toward more alliances 
with movements fighting financialization, 
continued fossil fuel dependence, and other 
phenomena closely connected with REDD. 
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